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The bar examination, as it is administered in the various U.S. jurisdictions, continues to evolve. Most jurisdictions have had, over their histories, a number of versions of the examination; for example, at different times, examinations have included oral questions, mathematics items, or performance tests.

In this issue, we have invited essays describing the lawyer licensing processes in a handful of foreign countries and essays on alternatives to or suggestions for improving the bar examination. While there are many criticisms of the bar examination as it is currently administered, there are fewer proposals for other feasible assessment methods, and we are happy to present the views of a number of authors to our readers. The views expressed by each of the authors are not necessarily endorsed by the National Conference of Bar Examiners, as our intent was merely to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas.

The magazine welcomes reader reactions to the essays included in this group. The bar admission process will continue to evolve, as it has for many years, and ideas for ways to help shape its evolution are important for bar examiners to consider and discuss.

THE PROFESSIONALISM CRISIS:
HOW BAR EXAMINERS CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

by Clark D. Cunningham

New Hampshire’s pilot project of a performance-based variant of the bar examination, described elsewhere in this issue by Justice Linda Dalianis and Professor Sophie Sparrow,1 is a remarkable and exciting initiative by state officials responsible for regulating admission to the bar. In particular, it is a very promising response to what is widely known as “the professionalism crisis.”

In August 1996, the Conference of Chief Justices (the CCJ) passed a resolution for a National Study and Action Plan regarding Lawyer Conduct and Professionalism. In that resolution, the CCJ noted a significant decline in professionalism in the bar, and a consequent drop in public confidence in the profession and in the justice system generally. The CCJ determined that a strong, coordinated effort by state supreme courts to enhance their oversight of the profession was needed.2 In 1999, the CCJ adopted a National Action Plan on Lawyer Conduct and Professionalism. The CCJ concluded that “Successful efforts to improve lawyer conduct and enhance professionalism cannot be accomplished unilaterally.
The objective of such efforts is a change in the very culture of the legal profession. . . . Success requires a sustained commitment from all segments of the bench, the bar, and the academy.”

The chief justices issued an urgent challenge to law schools:

Most lawyers get their first introduction to the basic concepts of legal ethics and professionalism during law school, but few students fully appreciate their importance or receive a sufficient grounding in practical legal skills for competent legal practice before being admitted to the profession. In addition to providing law students with substantive legal knowledge, law schools should ensure that students understand the importance of professionalism and have an adequate grasp of basic legal skills.

The chief justices also expressed concern about the current format of the bar examination:

State bar examinations traditionally test bar applicants’ knowledge of substantive legal principles, but rarely require more than a superficial demonstration of the applicants’ understanding of legal ethics, professionalism, or basic practical skills. Thus, they fail to provide an effective measure of basic competence of new lawyers.

The New Hampshire initiative, which allows selected law students (the “Webster Scholars”) to take an alternative route to bar admission, recognizes that bar examiners cannot contribute to solving the professionalism crisis simply by tinkering with the current bar admission system—not only because professionalism cannot be adequately assessed in a one-time paper-and-pencil test, but more important-ly because the current path to the bar examination inadequately prepares applicants to become professionals. Bar examiners, and the state supreme courts that authorize them, however, do have unique power to alter the path that applicants walk before bar admission.

The United States is virtually the only major country in world that gives an unlimited license to practice law to persons whose only preparation has been to sit in classrooms, take blue book exams, and write a few research papers. The essays in this issue by Paul Maharg and Nigel Duncan describe the bar admission systems in Scotland and England, which are good examples of what is required elsewhere in the world, systems in which law school graduates must complete a two- to three-year program that combines intensive simulation-based education with supervised on-the-job training. The New Hampshire pilot program in many ways will resemble the Scottish and English systems.

Simply by offering an alternative to the traditional bar examination, New Hampshire has provided a powerful incentive to the only law school in its
state to enrich its three-year curriculum to combine existing classroom, clinic, and externship courses with new “practice courses” taught by practicing attorneys, which focus on integrating substantive knowledge, skills, and ethical judgment in the context of fields of practice. The Webster Scholars will also be assessed repeatedly during their second and third years of law school, as well as upon graduation, by a committee that includes judges and bar examiners, not just law professors. This committee will review portfolios of written work and performance in situations simulating law practice; the committee will also conduct in-person reviews at which the students will be required to show comprehension of the many legal and ethical issues presented in the real and simulated legal practice situations and explain the decisions they made. These future lawyers will be expected to show that they know how to:

- listen
- creatively solve problems
- make informed judgments
- recognize and resolve ethical problems
- negotiate and
counsel people effectively.

The New Hampshire program has adopted two key features of the Scottish and English systems of bar admission, which are set out in the Duncan and Maharg essays. First, ethical issues and professional values are learned and reinforced in the recurring context of realistic—and real—situations of practice, rather than simply taught as a set of rules. Second, prospective lawyers are continually assessed over an extended period with detailed feedback on their professional performance, so they are encouraged to internalize “habits of justice, candor and courage.”

Can there be any doubt that such a program will do more to improve the professionalism of future lawyers than our current system of demanding only knowledge of black-letter law and demonstrable test-taking ability?
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